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Top, left to 

right Potato seed 
being processed 
in the Vossebelts’ 
storage facility; 
Logan, Dwayne’s 
youngest, plays 
on the farm; a 
Massey Ferguson® 

7620 helps 
prepare the soil. 

Below Delbert, 
John and Dwayne.

Alberta grows about 15% of Canada’s spuds       ///       Alberta has third most potato acres in Canada; Prince Edward Island and Manitoba are first and second      

Russet-Burbank potatoes, a hardy variety that’s 
elongated to maximize the number of fries that can be 
cut from each. “�ey’re allowed to grow until harvest 
and dug green,” explains Delbert of Russets. “With 
table stock, you harvest spuds a�er you spray them 
dead. You would desiccate them and let them get a 
skin set for like 15 to 20 days, and then you harvest 
them. You lose a lot of yield because our growing 
season is too short here.”

Table stock typically delivers between 250 and 
280 hundredweight (cwt) per acre, as compared to 
the 400 cwt per acre of processor-bound spuds. On 
average the Vossebelts grow about 1,100 acres in 
potatoes, and another 1,400 in cereal crops and peas, 
o�en trading land with neighboring farmers for the 
purpose of rotation with deep-rooted grains. 

Delbert describes raising potatoes as “intensive 

farming,” requiring signi�cant power from tractors 
involved in what he calls “mega dirt moving,” 
including pulling implements such as deep tillers 
and dammer dikers, which dig a trench and make 
li�le levees between hills to keep water in the root 
zone. In order to deliver potatoes to processors 
throughout the year, most growers also need storage 
that provides year-round climate control, including 
heating and cooling, and tubes in the �oor that 
pump oxygen into the crop.

�e Vossebelts’ storage facility can currently hold 
18,000 tons of spuds, and will soon be expanded to 
accommodate another 4,000 tons.

While Southern Alberta’s colder climate does 
tend to prevent many pests and diseases from 
gaining a foothold, the Vossebelts and other area 
growers maintain an exhaustive spraying program, 

THE VOSSEBELTS HAVE TRIED 

a variety of tractor colors on their Southern 

Alberta farm. There was the green of John 

Deere and the blue of New Holland. Then, a 

neighboring farmer and Massey Ferguson 

customer suggested they give AGCO 

equipment and local dealer Hanlon Ag a try.

“We wanted the latest and greatest … 

and Challenger and Massey were the fit 

for us,” says Delbert Vossebelt, who lists 

multiple track Challengers and an MF7620 

in the family fleet. “By having those track 

Two-Tone Farm
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